
 

Hello Naan Pei Pesuren (2016)[DVDScr - XviD - MP3 - 700MB - Tamil].avi is a tamil movie of 2016. The movie has been directed by Gautham Menon . The movie has been produced by V. Ravichandran and Gautham Menon. Music is composed by A.R Rahman and Lyrics are penned by Madhan Karky. The movie stars Jai, Arvind Swami and Anuya Bhagvath in lead roles. The movie has been
released on 26 March 2016. The story is based on the lives of three men – Gautham (Jai), an orphan brought up by a wealthy family; Antony (Arvind Swami), a widower and father of two kids and Mani (Vijay Babu) – who tries to find his destiny. Their paths cross with Jyothi (Anuya Bhagvath), a woman with a rejected marriage proposal, her ambitious mother Saroja (Indraja Krishnamurthy) and her
father Thirumaran (Parthiban). Gautham is the only person who has the courage to take up for his dream and make it come true, who can keep his word and think things through.

The song was composed by AR Rahman and lyrics were written by Madhan Karky . It consists 4 songs sung by Shreya Ghoshal, Haricharan and Asha Bhosle. Music composed by A. R. Rahman All songs are listed on : Sources:Disc:1(Audio), 1(Video) | DivXGuru | ZTSoftwares 

All the songs were recorded in a very short time so as to give them an instant final touch before the release of the film. The audio launch took place on March 14 at Sathyam Cinemas in Chennai . This film marked A. R. Rahman’s 100th movie, he has scored the songs for in-film playback singing since his debut in 1992 . The songs of this film was released with a video album , which consists of the
making of the song, lyrics and a few behind the scene action from the song.  Sources:Disc:1(Video) | DivXGuru | ZTSoftwares 
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movie stars Jai, Arvind Swami and Anuya Bhagvath in lead roles. The movie has been released on 26 March 2016.
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